


Residential Care Services
 Investigation Summary Report

Provider/Facility: ANDERSON LOVING CARE AFH LLC
(688615)

Intake ID(s): 3497348

License/Cert. #: AF751440
Investigator: Atanasova, Elena Region/Unit: RCS Region 2/Unit G Investigation

Date(s):
03/01/2018
03/20/2018

through

Complainant Contact Date(s):
Allegations:
#1.The adult family home (AFH) did not provide or serve enough food and or snacks to the residents. The owner of the AFH
appeared to ration food during meals and lock food away. The owner of the AFH did not allow the caregivers or residents access
to locked food in the garage. The owner was the only person with access to the food locked in the garage. Meal portions are very
small each meal, for example at dinner residents could only have one chicken leg and could not ask for seconds.

There are no snacks in between meals to eat except bananas. The AFH owner had tried to have the staff serve residents expired
food such as Mac-N-Cheese and pudding. The name resident (NR) had to bring the expired food to the attention of the staff
before they tried serving the pudding and cooking the Mac-N-Cheese. The NR believed the food expired because the owner hid
the food. This had been an ongoing issue since the NR had been a resident at the AFH in  2017.

The AFH ran out of available food forcing the caregivers to spend their own personal money to buy food such as eggs for the
residents. The owner bought small packages of food that ran out very quickly.

Investigation Methods:
Sample: Residents Observations: Residents, Resident and

Caregiver Interactions,
Refrigerators, Kitchen
Cabinet, Cupboards,
Storage Space

Interviews: Resident, Caregivers,
Provider

Record Reviews: Resident Records,
Caregiver Records
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Allegation Summary:
1. Observation of the refrigerator and cabinets inside the AFH found a food supply not sufficient to feed 5 residents. Observation
of the refrigerator inside the home also found a pack of lunchmeat dated 01/08/2018. Observation of the cabinet outside of the
home (back porch) found a manmade barricade in front of a cabinet with food in it. Upon removal of the barricade, there was a
ziptie securing the cabinet door closed. Another storage door located in the garage obtaining food, laundry detergent, paper
towels, and toiletries was locked and toiletries was and needed a key to be opened. Interview with NR revealed the Provider
locks food way from the residents preventing access to food when needed. NR said the Provider said the food was to be
untouched to prove there was food in the home when the licensor would come to conduct a full inspection. NR also said the
Provider got angry when she went to get a box of cereal from the cupboard of food located on the back porch, which led to the
barricade and ziptie. The NR said the caregivers bought their own food and sharing it with the residents.
Interview with Caregivers found they bought their own food to cook and shared it with the residents because sometimes there
was not enough food for the residents. The caregivers said the residents were not allowed to get the food located in the
cupboard on the back porch because it was there to prove to the licensor that spare food was available in the home and for
emergency disasters.
Interview with the Provider revealed she talked to her AFH council and was told by the council she could lock the food so the
residents could not go in the food supply. The Provider said the food in the garage was off limits to the residents and the
residents were not supposed to go in the garage. When asked about the barricade and ziptie on the cupboard of food on the
back porch

Unalleged Violation(s): Yes No

Conclusion /
Action:

Failed Provider Practice Identified /
Citation(s) Written

Failed Provider Practice Not Identified /
No Citation Written

See statement of deficiency written 03/20/2018.
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Residential Care Services
Investigation Summary Report (Amended #1)

Provider/Facility: ANDERSON LOVING CARE AFH LLC
(688615)

Intake ID(s): 3496990

License/Cert. #: AF751440
Investigator: Atanasova, Elena Region/Unit: RCS Region 2/Unit G Investigation

Date(s):
01/25/2018
03/09/2018

through

Complainant Contact Date(s): 03/01/2018
Allegations:
1. There was problems with receiving mail at the adult family home (AFH). Mail had been stolen in the past and the NR must use
the owner's PO BOX to get mail.

Investigation Methods:
Sample: Residents Observations: Residents, Resident and

Caregiver Interactions,
Refrigerators and Food
Storage Areas

Interviews: Resident, Caregivers,
Provider

Record Reviews: Resident Records,
Caregiver Records

Allegation Summary:
1. Observation of the home found an address available.

Interview with the NR found she thought the Provider was taking her mail but realized after talking with the post office that she
needed to have her name added to the Provider's P.O.Box to start receiving mail. The NR said the Provider was going to add her
name to the P.O. Box.

Interview with the Provider revealed the mailbox for the AFH was broken by someone causing her to get a P.O.Box. The Provider
said she did not know why the NR's mail was being returned but she included the NR's name on the P.O. Box.

Unalleged Violation(s):
1. The AFH failed to ensure a negotiated care plan (NCP) was reviewed and revised within a 12-month period for 1 of 2 sampled
residents.
2. The AFH failed to ensure an assessment was completed within a 12-month period for 1 of 2 sampled residents.
3. The AFH failed to ensure 1 of 2 sampled caregivers met the tuberculosis (TB), requirements.

Yes No
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Conclusion /
Action:

Failed Provider Practice Identified /
Citation(s) Written

Failed Provider Practice Not Identified /
No Citation Written

See statement of deficiancy dated 03/20/2018.
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Residential Care Services
Investigation Summary Report (Amended #1)

Provider/Facility: ANDERSON LOVING CARE AFH LLC
(688615)

Intake ID(s): 3492145

License/Cert. #: AF751440
Investigator: Atanasova, Elena Region/Unit: RCS Region 2/Unit G Investigation

Date(s):
01/25/2018
03/09/2018

through

Complainant Contact Date(s): 02/14/2018
Allegations:
1. The adult family home (AFH) did not provide or serve enough food and or snacks to the residents. The owner of the AFH
appeared to ration food during meals and lock food away. The owner of the AFH did not allow the caregivers or residents access
to locked food in the garage. The owner was the only person with access to the food locked in the garage. Meal portions are very
small each meal, for example at dinner residents could only have one chicken leg and could not ask for seconds.

There are no snacks in between meals to eat except bananas. The AFH owner had tried to have the staff serve residents expired
food such as Mac-N-Cheese and pudding. The name resident (NR) had to bring the expired food to the attention of the staff
before they tried serving the pudding and cooking the Mac-N-Cheese. The NR believed the food expired because the owner hid
the food. This had been an ongoing issue since the NR had been a resident at the AFH in October 2017.

The AFH ran out of available food forcing the caregivers to spend their own personal money to buy food such as eggs for the
residents. The owner bought small packages of food that ran out very quickly.

Investigation Methods:
Sample: Residents Observations: Residents, Resident and

Caregiver Interactions,
Refrigerators and Food
Storage Areas

Interviews: Residents, Caregivers,
Providers

Record Reviews: Resident Records,
Caregiver Records
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Investigation Summary Report (Amended #1)

Allegation Summary:
1. Observation of the refrigerator and cabinets inside the AFH found a food supply not sufficient to feed 5 residents. Observation
of the refrigerator inside the home also found a pack of lunchmeat dated 01/08/2018. Observation of the cabinet outside of the
home (back porch) found a manmade barricade in front of a cabinet with food in it. Upon removal of the barricade, there was a
ziptie securing the cabinet door closed. Another storage door located in the garage obtaining food, laundry detergent, paper
towels, and toiletries was locked and needed a key to be opened.
Interview with NR revealed the Provider locks food way from the residents preventing access to food when needed. NR said the
Provider said the food was to be untouched to prove there was food in the home when the licensor would come to conduct a full
inspection. NR also said the Provider got angry when she went to get a box of cereal from the cupboard of food located on the
back porch, which led to the barricade and ziptie. NR also said the family members of other residents in the AFH bring food
because there is not enough food in the home in addition to the caregivers buying their own food and sharing it with the
residents.
Interview with Caregivers found they bought their own food to cook and shared it with the residents because sometimes there
was not enough food for the residents. The caregivers said the residents were not allowed to get the food located in the
cupboard on the back porch because it was there to prove to the licensor that spare food was available in the home and for
emergency disasters.

Unalleged Violation(s): Yes No

Conclusion /
Action:

Failed Provider Practice Identified /
Citation(s) Written

Failed Provider Practice Not Identified /
No Citation Written

See statement of deficiency written 03/20/2018.
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Residential Care Services
Investigation Summary Report (Amended #1)

Provider/Facility: ANDERSON LOVING CARE AFH LLC
(688615)

Intake ID(s): 3476864

License/Cert. #: AF751440
Investigator: Atanasova, Elena Region/Unit: RCS Region 2/Unit G Investigation

Date(s):
01/25/2018
03/09/2018

through

Complainant Contact Date(s): 03/09/2018
Allegations:
1. A caregiver in the adult family home (AFH) was being insensitive and not providing items for the named residents (NRs) care
needs. The NR needed a pillowcase for her pillow so  could rest   because  had an and
generalized pain and the caregiver said there were no pillowcases. The NR asked another caregiver and was given a
pillowcase. The behavior of the caregiver has been reported to eth Provider.

2. The caregiver did not use gloves or wash hands when handling medication and giving it to the NR. The caregiver rubbed his
hair and the handed the NR the medications.

Investigation Methods:
Sample: Residents Observations: Residents, Resident and

Caregiver Interactions,
Refrigerators, Pantry

Interviews: Residents, Caregivers Record Reviews: Resident Records,
Caregiver Records
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Residential Care Services
Investigation Summary Report (Amended #1)

Allegation Summary:
1. Observation of the AFH found the caregiver no longer working in the home.

Interview with one of the caregivers revealed the caregiver in question no longer worked at the AFH. The caregiver said she was
approached by the NR regarding a pillowcase and said there were plenty of pillowcases and handed the NR a pillowcase.

Interview with the NR found  bedding was getting washed and as  was watching TV in the living room  started
hurting. The NR said  asked the caregiver if  could have a pillowcase so  could lay down and the caregiver told  no.
The NR said she went to another caregiver and was given a pillowcase. The NR said she showed the initial caregiver the
pillowcases and the caregiver laughed. The NR said the caregiver no longer worked in the AFH.

2. Interview with one of the caregivers revealed she was told by the NR the former caregiver did not wear gloves when giving
the NR  medications but she did not witness it herself.

Interview with the NR found the former caregiver would put his hands through his hair and give the NR  medications without
washing his hands or wearing gloves. The NR said the former caregiver no longer works in the AFH.

Unalleged Violation(s):
1. The AFH failed to ensure a negotiated care plan (NCP) was reviewed and revised within a 12-month period for 1 of 2 sampled
residents.
2. The AFH failed to ensure an assessment was completed within a 12-month period for 1 of 2 sampled residents.
3. The AFH failed to ensure 1 of 2 sampled caregivers met the tuberculosis (TB), requirements.

Yes No

Conclusion /
Action:

Failed Provider Practice Identified /
Citation(s) Written

Failed Provider Practice Not Identified /
No Citation Written

See statement of deficiency dated 03/20/2018.
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Unalleged Violation(s):
The AFH failed to ensure 1 of 2 caregivers was qualified to provide care for the residents.

Yes No

Conclusion /
Action:

Failed Provider Practice Identified /
Citation(s) Written

Failed Provider Practice Not Identified /
No Citation Written

See statement of deficiency written 01/22/2018.
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